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Hire a Happier Holiday with Just Bring Baby!
No matter how organised & efficient you are, travelling with children can be
challenging. They just seem to need so much stuff! Car seats for the taxi ride to
the airport, lightweight buggies for around the airport, toys & books to keep them
entertained on the plane or during a long car journey - and that's before you've
even reached your destination!
Luckily for you, if you're travelling to or from the Kapiti Coast region, we can help
you out.
We hire a large range of equipment & toys for your baby & child. From buggies
that fit in the overhead locker, to safety gates that make your holiday bach safe,
to small bikes & all terrain buggies that allow you to enjoy yourself whilst here.
You need it, we have it. All you have to do is Just Bring Baby and we'll take care of
the rest.

Planning a holiday? We would love to hear
from you…
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PUSH
Around Town Buggies
Phil & Ted's Dot In-line Single








Ultra-compact stroller
10" air filled tyres to glide to your destination safely and to
smooth out bumps in the road
It's perfect for all terrain & all adventures
Pop up & over kerbs like they’re not even there
Safe engineering means less force is required to manoeuvre
over all terrains, for both in & beyond the city.
Lock the front wheel straight for rough terrain, or switch to
swivel for ultimate manoeuvrability.
Can be configured in various ways, with clips to attach a
capsule and a bassinet (which is available to hire with this
buggy, complete with rain cover).

Also available are the double rain & sun covers.

Mountain Buggy Swift
Elegant in size, big on adventure, the Swift navigates the city with ease,
yet can tackle off road adventures with its 10” air-filled tyres. Its compact
stand fold makes swift the ultimate buggy for parents who want to get
out of the city without taking up too much boot space.
Features:

Outstanding kerb pop

Short foot-print at 101.5cm

Full recline to upright seat

Long seat back

Multi adjust handle

5-point harness

follow the sun canopy with flick out mesh sun visor tested to
ensure a UPF 50+ rating

bottle holder

Sun & rain covers.
Age range: NB to 20kgs / 44lbs

4 Wheeled Umbrella Buggy





4 Wheels
Compact Design
Fast fold down
Storage basket

Age range: Infant newborn ready to toddler mode,
Max load – 20kg/44lbs
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Mountain Buggy Nano
The Nano is the ultimate travel stroller that promises a light and
convenient solution for travelling with your child.








Lightweight at less than 6kg
Compact measuring just 54 x 31 x 51cm when folded,
Built-in rear wheel suspension to keep your baby comfortable
on their travel adventure,
5 1/2” EVA wheels for a smooth ride.
The front wheels feature swivel and lock capabilities for
awesome handling
With the press of 2 buttons, the Nano simply drops in 2 stages,
leaving it the size of a compact travel satchel.
When you arrive at your destination, flick the Nano open with
just one hand to unfold and continue your journey.

The nano is equipped with an on-board car seat adaptor to
accommodate most leading car seat brands. Travel easy with your
newborn baby in their car seat and the Nano.
Packed weight: 5.9kgs
Packed dimensions: 54 x 31 x 51cm
Age range: NB to 20kgs / 44lbs
Handlebar height: 98cm / 38.5"

Phil & Teds Go
Featuring:

Slimline, with a full size seat

Comfortable full size sling seat with multiple recline options for
naps

Enables effortless manoeuvring and navigation while
maintaining a compact umbrella stroller footprint!

Effortless compact stand fold with one of the smallest and most
compact umbrella stroller folds,

A lie-flat newborn solution

compatible with alpha infant car seat

four EVA puncture-proof wheels and all-wheel suspension

5-point safety harness

5kg / 11lbs parcel tray

removable grab bar

Folds down compactly at only 54 x 44 x 19cm / 21 x 17 x 7”

weighs only 5kg
Can be configured in various ways, with clips to attach a capsule and a
bassinet (which is available to hire with this buggy, complete with rain
cover). Also available are the double rain & sun covers.
Newborn to age 4 (15kg).
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All Terrain Buggies
Mountain Buggy Urban Jungle
Engineered for the urban active, the original all-terrain buggy the Urban
Jungle is a versatile all-rounder that is perfect for adventures in the city
or off the beaten track – the ideal, comfortable sized buggy for parents
who desire flexibility.
Elegant in size, big on adventure, the Swift navigates the city with ease,
yet can tackle off road adventures with its 10” air-filled tyres. Its compact
stand fold makes swift the ultimate buggy for parents who want to get
out of the city without taking up too much boot space.
Features:

Outstanding kerb pop

Full recline to upright seat

Suspension for an improved feel

Long seat back

Multi adjust handle

5-point harness

Follow the sun canopy with flick out mesh sun visor tested to
ensure a UPF 50+ rating

Bottle holder

Sun & rain covers.
Age range: NB to 25kgs / 55lbs

Safety 1st Wanderer
A 3 wheeled stroller that is flexible and functional in design.
Features:












Has the ability to reverse the seat from front facing to parent
facing
3-position lay back including full recline position
"Never flat tyres" (maintenance free)
Front swivel wheel
Rear wheel suspension
Height adjustable handlebar
Extendable sun canopy with breathable mesh
Removable slimline antibacterial reversible seat pad
Removable bumper bar
Extra-large, easy to access shopping basket
Suitable on all terrains

Age range: NB to 17 kgs (approx 4 years of age)
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Double Buggies
Phil & Teds Dot In-Line Double Buggy









Ultra-compact stroller
Double buggy
10" air filled tyres to glide to your destination safely and to
smooth out bumps in the road
It's perfect for all terrain & all adventures
Pop up & over kerbs like they’re not even there
Safe engineering means less force is required to manoeuvre
over all terrains, for both in & beyond the city.
Lock the front wheel straight for rough terrain, or switch to
swivel for ultimate manoeuvrability.
Can be configured in various ways, with clips to attach a
capsule and a bassinet (which is available to hire with this
buggy, complete with rain cover).

Also available are the double rain & sun covers.

Bassinet Strollers
Phil & Teds Dot In-Line Double Buggy







Ultra-compact stroller
10" air filled tyres to glide to your destination safely and to
smooth out bumps in the road
It's perfect for all terrain & all adventures
Pop up & over kerbs like they’re not even there
Safe engineering means less force is required to manoeuvre
over all terrains, for both in & beyond the city.
Lock the front wheel straight for rough terrain, or switch to
swivel for ultimate manoeuvrability.

Comes with lie-flat bassinet, rain covers and sun covers, and a parcel
tray that will take 5kgs.
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CARRY
Backpacks
Elite Backpack







Adjustable carry harness ensure comfort for adults of all sizes
Contoured shoulder & waist belt with superior padding
Internal padding frame
Easily adjustable seat for child
Large storage area for carrying child accessories
Sun Canopy

Suitable for 4-5 months to 3 years up to 16 kgs.
Max weight: 16kg

Kelty Mijo Backpack










PerfectFit Suspension System for customized comfort
Padded back panel waist belt adjustment to match your torso,
Lightweight aluminium frame.
Padded adjustable-height child's seat,
Adjustable 5-Point™ Child Harness,
Built-in sun hood,
No-Pinch™ hinges help keep little ones comfortable.
Auto-Deploy Kickstand makes it easy to set the pack down
Durable 600D polyester construction.
Pack also features carry handles and front storage pocket.

Fits torsos from 15" to 18". Weight: 3 lbs. 9 oz.
Dimensions: 14"L x 15"W x 27"H.
Maximum weight capacity: 13.6 kgs / 30 lbs

Front Packs
Premaxx Baby-Bag Sling








Simple to use, can easily be put on & removed alone,
Excellent for discreet breastfeeding, can assist in settling baby
Pockets for baby items when baby is in upright position
Made from 100% cotton & machine washable
Easily adjusted to suit size of baby and parent.
No elastic sides
Complies to European standards EN13209-2/2005

Use in two ways: From birth (2kgs) to 5 months in lying position.
Then 5-18 months (15kgs) as a hip-seat with back support

Core Front Pack Carrier

3D mesh shoulder strap

Easy buckling system makes it easier to take carrier on and off

Cushioned leg opening for better care of baby

Wrap around head support for good protection of baby

Front pocket

Velcro side opening
For use with children between 3.6 and 9.1 Kg
Child must face forward until they can hold head upright (about 4-5 months)
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ACCESSORIES

Phil & Teds Buggy Bag – Version 1
Suitable for most three wheel strollers with removable wheels.
Not only does this bag fit your buggy, but also whatever else you can
cram in there!
Features:
 Two carrying handles.
 Wheels for easy transportation.

Phil & Teds Buggy Bag – Version 2
The Universal Travel Bag offers protection for your stroller or car seat.
Features:
 Shoulder strap for easy carry off the ground
 Rolls up to a compact bundle for storage
 Hard wearing polyester exterior
 It has loads of space to accommodate all of baby's gear
 Sturdy wheels so it can roll away when fully loaded.
 Secures closed with a heavy duty velcro fastening
 A universal fit for any Phil & Teds stroller or car seat, plus most
other brands
 Lightweight at less than 2kg!
 Flat dimensions: 100 x 58cm / 40 x 23"
 Max dimensions (packed): 106 x 64 x 34cm / 41 x 25 x 13"

Mountain Buggy Universal adaptor
Ready to roll from car to buggy! Securely attach your capsule to the
frame of the Mountain Buggy and you're ready to go!
* Works for pre-2013 frames.

Phil & Teds Cocoon Baby Carrycot
Ultra-lightweight soft shelled carry cot keeps your baby snug and warm
in the buggy.
Features:

Carry handles & firm base allows you to lift baby in and out of
the stroller without disturbing their rest.

Zip away top cover for easy access to baby.

Wipe clean exterior fabric.

Secures snugly into the lie-flat seat of your P&T stroller

Plenty of room.
Suitable for: newborn to 6 months/max load

Max load: 9kg/20 lbs

Compatible with: smart 2016, sport, dash, dot, legacy classic, legacy sport, legacy
explorer, legacy hammerhead, legacy dot, navigator, vibe/verve (face the world
only / not compatible in parent-facing mode)
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Capsules
Safety 1st Onboard 35 Capsule & Base
Provide your baby with a superior fit for superior safety while traveling
with the onBoard™35 LT infant car seat.














Rear-facing 1.8 - 15.8 kg and up to 81.2cm in height
Certified to NZ standards "S" mark
Ultra-lightweight with exceptional safety using next generation
engineering
Side Impact Protection with deep sides and energy absorbing
materials
4 harness heights spaced right for a better fit from tiny to tall
Buckle adjusts in two ways, in length and position
Reclined seat gives baby a safer ride
One pull harness adjustment gives baby a secure fit
Adjustable base for the right fit to your car
Machine washable and dryer safe seat pad
Lightweight and easy to carry
QuickClick® ensures car seat attaches securely to stroller with
one simple click
LATCH equipped

Milano Capsule & Base
Features:

Suitable for newborn to 13kg rear facing only.

Includes head support and strap covers.

Makes transfer from car to stroller simple.

IsoFix adaptable or adult seat belt.
Suitable for most Milano capsules - both latch system on a car and
ISOFIX system can be used to tie a car seat base.
Refer to your vehicle manual when you need to use ISOFIX system.
Suitable for Newborn to 13 kg rear facing
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Rear-facing
Evenflo Symphony
REAR-FACING
 Weight: 5 - 40 lbs. (2.3 - 18 kg.) - Height: 19 - 40 in. (48 - 102 cm.
 Fit: Top of child’s head is at least 1 in. (25 mm) below the top of
the child restraint seat back.
Features:
 Infinite Slide harness system easily adjusts to the perfect height
for your child
 3 position recline (1 for RF, 2 for FF)
 Premium lower LATCH attachments (self-ratcheting “SureLATCH”
connectors on e3/DLX model )
 Thick, energy-absorbing EPP foam which lines the headwings
(e3/DLX model has extra foam in the padded cover)
 Integrated steel bars
 5-position adjustable head support (bottom 2 positions for RF)

Diono Radian RXT
REAR-FACING
 Comfortably seats children from 5-45 pounds (2.2-20.4 kgs)
Features:
 Premium, plush head and body support cushions for newborns &
infants
 Aluminium reinforced adjustable head support and side walls
provide additional side impact protection
 Fully integrated steel alloy frame is wrapped in thick engineered
plastic to withstand sever crash forces.
 Deep aluminium reinforced sidewalls provide excellent side
impact protection,
 Energy absorbing EPS foam surrounds your child for ultimate
safety.

Safety 1st 65 Guide
REAR FACING: 5-40 pounds (2.3 – 18 kgs)
Features:

Side Impact Protection

5-point harness with up-front adjustment

Adjustable head rest

Removable cup holder

LATCH equipped
Suitable for children up to 18 kgs
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Forward-facing
Evenflo Symphony
FORWARD-FACING





Weight: 22 - 65 lbs. (10 - 29.4 kg.) - Height: 28 - 50 in. (71 - 127 cm.)
Age: At least one year of age
Fit: The tops of child's ears are below the top of the child restraint
headrest.

Features:



Infinite Slide harness system easily adjusts to the perfect height for your
child




3 position recline (1 for RF, 2 for FF)



Thick, energy-absorbing EPP foam which lines the headwings (e3/DLX
model has extra foam in the padded cover)




Integrated steel bars
5-position adjustable head support (bottom 2 positions for RF)

Premium lower LATCH attachments (self-ratcheting “SureLATCH”
connectors on e3/DLX model )

Diono Radian RXT
FORWARD-FACING



Seats children from 20-65 pounds (9-29.5 kgs) in a 5-point harness

Features:
 Premium, plush head and body support cushions for newborns & infants



Aluminium reinforced adjustable head support and side walls provide
additional side impact protection



Fully integrated steel alloy frame is wrapped in thick engineered plastic
to withstand sever crash forces.



Deep aluminium reinforced sidewalls provide excellent side impact
protection,



Energy absorbing EPS foam surrounds your child for ultimate safety.

Diono Olympia
FORWARD FACING
capacity in a 5-point harness from 9kg - 29.5kgs (up to 144cm in height)
Features:

Full steel frame and aluminium reinforced sides for unmatched safety

Reinforced extra deep sidewalls lined with energy absorbing foam give
Olympia superior head and body protection

SuperLATCH™ installation rear-facing to 15.8kg and forward facing up to
18.1kg

Folds flat for travel and is FAA certified

Energy absorbing EPS foam and side impact protection provides added
safety

Extra-long leg support for comfy road trips and multiple harness and
buckle positions for custom fitSafestop® energy-absorbing harness
system used forward facing until 18.5kg

Additional forward-facing recline position to accommodate different
types of contoured vehicle seats, 5 shoulder and 3 buckle positions
deliver a comfortable ride

Rear-facing tether capability

Additional shoulder straps for use with children over 29kg in weight
who are still using the 5 point harness

Expandable sides and long seat bottom allow proper leg support

Sits low on vehicle seat for easy child boarding and improved safety
performance in a crash
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Safety 1st 65 Guide
FORWARD FACING: 22-65 pounds (9.5 – 29 kgs)
Features:






Side Impact Protection
5-point harness with up-front adjustment
Adjustable head rest
Removable cup holder
LATCH equipped

Suitable for children up to 18 kgs

“Just Bring Baby
provided such a
fantastic service,
and made our
holiday so much
easier. We’ll
definitely be using
them again”
Lyn - Auckland
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Booster
Diono Radian RXT
SEAT BELT BOOSTER



Booster for children from 50 pounds (22.7 kgs) up to 120 pounds (54.5
kgs), and up to 57″ (144 cm) tall

Features:
 Premium, plush head and body support cushions for newborns & infants



Aluminium reinforced adjustable head support and side walls provide
additional side impact protection
Fully integrated steel alloy frame is wrapped in thick engineered plastic
to withstand sever crash forces.




Deep aluminium reinforced sidewalls provide excellent side impact
protection,



Energy absorbing EPS foam surrounds your child for ultimate safety.

Diono Olympia
BOOSTER MODE
For children between 23kg - 50kg (up to 144cm in height)













Full steel frame and aluminium reinforced sides for unmatched safety
Reinforced extra deep sidewalls lined with energy absorbing foam give
Olympia superior head and body protection
SuperLATCH™ installation rear-facing to 15.8kg and forward facing up to
18.1kg (consult vehicle manual for lower anchor and tether limits)
Space saving design allows extra room for passengers while providing
spacious interior for child
Folds flat for travel and is FAA certified
Energy absorbing EPS foam and side impact protection provides added
safety
Extra-long leg support for comfy road trips and multiple harness and
buckle positions for custom fitSafestop® energy-absorbing harness
system used forward facing until 18.5kg
Additional forward-facing recline position to accommodate different
types of contoured vehicle seats, 5 shoulder and 3 buckle positions
deliver a comfortable ride
Rear-facing tether capability
Additional shoulder straps for use with children over 29kg in weight
who are still using the 5 point harness
Expandable sides and long seat bottom allow proper leg support
Sits low on vehicle seat for easy child boarding and improved safety
performance in a crash

Diono Monterey
When your child is ready to graduate from a 5-point harness, continue to protect
your most precious cargo with a 2-in-1 high back booster.







Deep aluminum reinforces sidewalls provide excellent side impact
protection and position children appropriately until they fit an adult
seat belt.
Suitable for ages 4-12 years old
Headrest adjustable to 11 positions
Adjustable seat width
Only booster seat to have extra deep metal reinforced wings for side
impact protection
Structured seat base
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ACCESSORIES
Capsule Cover
For use on capsule car seat & pram bumper bar
Keep baby tucked away nice & warm from adverse weather conditions in winter
and helps shield baby from bright sun in summer.
Helps baby stay asleep when out and about as well as keeping unwanted people
from looking in on baby.




Simple to attach with two loops which are secured via snap domes
Attaches to capsule or to buggy bumper bar
No chance of cover blowing away in the wind or dropping to the ground

Also use as: Breast feeding cover, Play mat & Change mat
Front - 100% Cotton - Backing - Minky dot.
AVAILABLE TO BUY

Car Mirror – Rear Facing
This clever little product from Moose allows you to see your baby safely while
driving. Simply glance in your rear vision mirror to check on baby
Features include:







Simple attachment to any backseat headrest
360 degree rotation for easy positioning
Shatter-proof for added safety
Easy- adjustable strap for simple attachment
Rotates smoothly for the perfect angle
Lightweight and durable

Diono Car Seat Travel Bag
Make transporting all Diono convertible car seats easier with the Diono Car Seat
Travel Bag. Simply adjust the padded straps to comfortably wear as a backpack,
or use a single strap to carry like a duffel.




The reinforced internal seams, water-resistant fabric and durable
hardware support the weight of the car seat.
Easily store the car seat in the main compartment that is designed with
a two-way zipper and pull tabs
Stash loose items in the outside zipper pocket.

Note: This product does not fit the Rainier 2 AX or Rainier 2 AXT Seats

Outlook Sunshade
Features:

Choice of rectangular or curved multi-fitting shades to fit most makes
and models of 4-door cars - Guaranteed to fit or your money back

Blocks UV & Glare and acts as an insect screen

Covers whole window

Allows windows to open for ventilation when fitted

Easy to fit & Remove – Simply slip over top of door frame, hook under
car door and adjust strap to achieve a snug (but not tight) fit
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Sleep
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Wooden Cots
Wooden Cot
There is nothing like travelling with small children and them being able
to sleep in the same kind of bed that they have at home - by hiring from
Just Bring Baby you are a step closer to everyone getting a good night
sleep
Features:





Adjustable base.
Complies with mandatory safety standards AS/NZS 2172.
Supplied with mattress, mattress protector & fitted sheet.
Teething side rails come standard.

Requires installation by Just Bring Baby.
Max weight limit: 40 kg.

Bassinets
Bassinet on Wheels
This is the perfect option for those who prefer a more mobile option to
that of a traditional cot
Features:






Adjustable removable canopy
Lightweight frame with caster wheels for easy room to room
mobility
Storage basket for baby needs
Comfortable sleeping area
Includes 1" mattress and fitted sheet

Basket max weight: 6 kg
Designed for infants up to 9kg

Portable Cots
Portable Cot – With Bassinet Option
Features:

Full sized baby travel cot with mesh sides

lightweight frame,

removable mattress

Bassinet option - if required

mosquito net

holdall for storage
Packed size: 82 cm x 25 cm x 25 x cm
Assembled size: 110 cm x 77 cm x 81 cm
For use by a child up to 14 kg / 30 lbs
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3-in-1 Rocker Napper
The Tiny Love 3-in-1 Rocker Napper versatile seat lets you choose
between three reclining positions and is lightweight so easy to move
around
Sitting position - ideal for stimulating playtime with the soft toys and
music.
Soothing position - with vibration is a great way to calm your baby
Napping position - Perfect for naps at home and when out and about.
Rock & play - 0-9 kg
Napper - 0-9 kg
Stable seat - 0-18 kg
Suitable from birth to 18 kg

Phil & Ted Traveller Cot
Built for optimal lightness & strength, the Traveller is a breeze to
assemble and is super adaptable for indoors & outdoors, with its unique
zipped side which you can open as a fun playpen or close up for sleep.






The Traveller is light & super compact for travel.
Super compact for small car boots & suitcases,
Unpacks to become a comfy & breathable travel cot or playpen.
Full breathable mesh sides & global safety certification means
you can rest easy. Baby can rest on the thermally insulated &
self-inflating mattress,
Mattress is covered with a soft fitted sheet which is washable.
The Traveller comes with an additional mesh top accessory
available for shade.

Packed weight: 2.8kgs
Packed size: 65 x 20 x 20 cm
Assembled size (total foot print): 117 x 79 x 63 cm
Mattress size: length - 98 cm, width - 57 cm

Phil & Teds Cocoon Baby Carrycot
Ultra-lightweight soft shelled carry cot keeps your baby snug and warm
in the buggy.
Features:

Carry handles & firm base allows you to lift baby in and out of
the stroller without disturbing their rest.

Zip away top cover for easy access to baby.

Wipe clean exterior fabric.

Secures snugly into the lie-flat seat of your P&T stroller

Plenty of room.
Suitable for: newborn to 6 months/max load
Max load: 9kg/20 lbs
Compatible with: smart 2016, sport, dash, dot, legacy classic, legacy
sport, legacy explorer, legacy hammerhead, legacy
dot, navigator, vibe/verve (face the world only / not compatible in parentfacing mode)
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ACCESSORIES
Merino Sleep Sack
Features:

Perfect for layering in summer and winter

100% natural baby sleeping bag.

Proven to help baby sleep better, safer and more comfortably.

100% superfine merino lining to regulate baby's temperature.

100% certified organic cotton outer.

Under arm domes (poppers) for when baby is little. If the domes
no longer fit, baby no longer needs them.

Zip opens from the bottom for easy nappy changes.

Travel vent for easy transfer from car seat or buggy to cot.

Baby Shusher
The Baby Shusher is a revolutionary new tool for parents to help soothe
your fussy baby and get some much-needed sleep (for both you and
baby).
The Baby Shusher quickly soothes any baby. With loud, rhythmic
shushing noises,
Features”

Built in timer, volume control and a wrist strap.

15 or 30-minute timer with automatic shut-off

Adjustable volume

Wrist or hanger strap

Small, portable, and easy to use
For newborns and up.

Black Out Blind
Ideal for when out & about & travelling. Add blackout blinds so your
child has a better sleep no matter where you are.
Features:

Go anywhere design

Attaches directly to the window glass using suction cups

Quick to put in place with 8 suction cups per blind

Will fit max window size of XX

Premium blackout material

Comes in handy travel bag

Cot Mobile
The owl and elephant toys on the Poppy Roberts Mobile provide soothing
music and interact with your baby when nap time arrives.
Features:

Soft soothing melody

Wind up music box

Vibrant colours and patterns for visual stimulation
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Bed Guard
Bed guards provide peace of mind, while maintaining accessibility for
bed-times stories and bed changing without removal.
Featuring an extra-large panel and a sturdy powder coated frame, the
bed-guard will fit tamed and unframed bed and beds with spring bound
bases
Features:





Breathable mesh side
Protruding hinge prevents damage to bed frame
Tool free assembly
Non slip base

Dimensions 102 x 54cm
Newborn to 6 years

Cot Bedding Set
Keep life simple by having a second set of sheets with your cot hire.
Comes with:






A waterproof mattress protector
Fitted sheet.
Flat sheet.
Duvet & cover.
Blanket.

Machine washable

Waterproof Mattress Protector
Avoid spills and dirt from leaving behind stains on your mattress with a
fitted mattress protector.
Features:





Fully Fitted stretch skirt
Single Bed size
Fitted mattress protector
Cotton (top cover), polypropylene (bottom cover), polyester
(skirt)

Machine washable

Video Baby Monitor
Constant video monitoring of your baby - even in the dark
Features:








Video monitor with 2.4-inch colour screen
Night vision allows you to see clearly in the dark
Rechargeable parent unit with 250m range for flexibility
Low battery and out-of-range alarms for extra reassurance
Room temperature display, two way talk back
Sound level light display to monitor with the volume off
Remote controlled nightlight with adjustable brightness
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Feed
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Highchairs
Brica Fold ‘n Go Booster Highchair
The Brica Fold 'n Go Travel Booster has a unique design that is portable,
strong and stable. This super compact and lightweight booster seat
unfolds in seconds and the sturdy construction and a built in safety
harness give your child a safe, comfortable place to sit at any table.
The Brica Fold 'n Go Travel Booster Features:
 Lightweight, compact design
 Weighs less than 1 kg and folded flat is less than 2.2cm thick
 Unique design is portable, strong and stable
 Folds and unfolds in seconds
 Adjustable straps quickly secure travel booster to chair
 3-point harness adjusts to help keep child safe and secure
 Stain-resistant fabric is easy to wipe clean



For children up to 18kgs.

Phil & Ted Lobster Clip on Highchair
Features:
 The Lobster is an award winning travel high chair.
 It can clip on to almost any table or benchtop.
 The Lobster fabric is durable wipe clean, and slides right off the
high chair frame for hand washing.
 A dishwasher-safe food tray
 4-point safety harness with padded shoulder straps
 Super strong ‘lobster claws’ with rubber grips secure to the
table using a ‘twist on-and-off’ clamp mechanism - easy for
adults, not so easy for kids.
Pick lobster up by the frame, and it literally falls into position, ready to
attach to your table. When you’re ready to pack down again, just flip the
clamps inward and lobster will fold neatly back onto itself, ready to slide
into it’s own carry bag.
Suitable from 6 months to 3 years / 17 kgs

Phil & Ted's Poppy
Features:
 Stylish, safe & easy to clean
Light weight to move
 Very widely spaced legs for stability.
 Wipe clean & dishwasher safe food tray
 Soft & spongy Aerocore seat, for maximum comfort.
 Passive shoulder and/or lap harness to keep your baby safe in
their seat until the food tray is attached.
Age range - highchair 6 months to 3 years / my chair 6 months to 5 years
(Please note that age reference is a guide only. Baby must be able to hold
their head up on their own to use the Poppy.)
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Hauck Alpha+ Highchair
A practical high chair that is made from sustainable managed European
beach wood cultivation is sturdy and tip resistant.
The chair can be used by the whole family, even mum and dad (up to
90kg).
Features:
 With adjustable seat and foot plates
Front bumper,
 5 point harness
 Crotch belt
Suitable from 6 months up to 90 kgs

Mocka Original Wooden Highchair
Suitable from 6 months to 60kgs.
You will love the functionality of this solid wooden highchair.
Features:
 Super easy to clean
 Adjustable seat
 Adjustable footrest,
 Removable tray
 Made from solid beech-wood
Remove the tray and the Mocka Original Highchair easily transforms into
a height-suitable seat at the dining table for your pre-schooler.
Suitable from 6 months to 60 kgs

Mocka Designer Highchair
Features:
 Contemporary, modern and simplistic design
The chair is the easiest to clean on the market
 Removable legs
 Harness
 Removable tray
 Easy to transport or store
Suitable from 6 months to 2 years / 20kgs

Padded Highchair
Features:
 Free standing folded position
 5 point safety harness
 Multiple high/low positions
 Reclining 3 position padded back rest
 Large 3 position sliding tray
 Easy folding
 Locking caster wheels
Suitable for children up to 18kg
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ACCESSORIES
Philips AVENT Microwave Steriliser
The Philips AVENT Microwave Steriliser is a great choice for fast, effective
sterilising at home or away. Up to four Philips Avent bottles or products
can be sterilised at once, with 99.9% of germs killed in just two minutes.
Features:
 Proven to kill 99.9% of germs and bacteria,
 Contents remain sterile for up to 24 hours if the lid is
unopened.
 The steriliser sterilises standard neck and wide neck baby
bottles.
Lightweight
 Compact
 Designed to fit practically all microwaves on the market
Stay cool safety clips to keep the lid secure
The steriliser can be used to sterilise breast pumps, soothers, cutlery
and other products as well as baby bottles.

Philips AVENT Bottle Warner
The Philips Avent baby bottle warmer warms your milk quickly and
evenly in just 3 minutes.
Features:
 The bottle warmer will warm 150ml of milk in around 3
minutes*.
 Circulates the milk continuously as it warms, so hot spots are
also prevented.
 Safer than defrosting in a microwave and more convenient than
using water, simply select the setting to defrost frozen milk or
baby food to liquid.
 The bottle warmer is fully compatible with all Philips Avent
bottles and containers*. Use it to warm bottles and baby food
containers conveniently.
 Simply turn the knob to switch the baby bottle warmer on and
select your warming setting.
 The bottle warmer comes with a helpful warming reference table
 Milk or baby food is warmed at a slow pace, it will be kept warm
at the right temperature and be ready when you need it.
* Philips Avent breast milk bags and 60ml bottles cannot be used in this
bottle warmer.

Breast Feeding Pillow
Features:
 Ergonomically designed to help mum and bub feed easily.
 Simple and easy to use
 Helps maintain a comfortable position
 Removable cover for washing
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Burp Cloths
Perfect for not only burping & cleaning up messes but the soft backing
makes them perfect for placing under babies heaps while asleep or at
play in case baby has a spill.
Useful while breast feeding, burping, play time, sleep time and more.
Also available for purchase.

Philips AVENT Single Electronic Breast Pump
Out & About pumping solution
The unique Philips Avent out & about BHA free electric breast pump is
designed with an electronic memory that puts you in control by learning
and continuing your personal pumping style.
Features:
 Can be used on mains power, battery power and as a manual
pump
 Electronic memory learns & continues your personal pumping
rhythm
 Soft massage cushions trigger natural let-down, like baby
 Comes with insulated travel bag & cool packs
 Gentle vacuum mimics baby's sucking for steady milk flow

Bumbo Floor Seat
Gently supports babies to sit up on their own
Features:
 Contoured for ultimate support
 Super soft comfort
 Easy to clean
 3 point safety harness
 Original design
The Bumbo seat is intended for babies between 3 to 12 months who have
adequate head control before the seat may be used.
As sitting upright the seat should not be used for prolonged periods of
time - refer instruction manual
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Safety
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Baby / Stair Gate
Safety proofing is a must with toddlers in the house and even more so
when travelling to a new location. The baby/stair gate is an essential
convenient tool to make your holiday accommodation safe and secure.
Features:
 Available in a variety of sizes and heights
 Easy open and close
 Convenient walk through design
 Sturdy, metal design
 Easy to set up with pressure mounts (note all pressure mounted
gates need to be occasionally tightened before they become to
loose)



For use between rooms, in doorways, or bottom of the stairs

Wooden Playpen
Keep your little ones safe and secure
This simple and sturdy wooden playpen is a must have when little ones
are in town.
Features:
 2 x models available
 Assemble via interlocking connectors or concertina
 Simple to assemble
 Made with high quality materials
 Easy to store

Kathmandu Beach Shelter
Essential Beach Accessory providing both shelter from the sun and wind
protection, the Retreat beach shelter is the perfect accessory when
camping, picnic dining, or spending time at the beach.
This small free standing beach shelter also has an extendable floor that
can be closed off by zipping shut (with lockable zips)
Features:










Wind & sun protection
Privacy and storage
Internal pockets
Ventilates
Lockable zips
Flat tipped, foot friendly pegs
2-3 person capacity
Weight: 2.7kg
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Video Baby Monitor
Constant video monitoring of your baby - even in the dark
Features:








Video monitor with 2.4-inch colour screen
Night vision allows you to see clearly in the dark
Rechargeable parent unit with 250m range for flexibility
Low battery and out-of-range alarms for extra reassurance
Room temperature display, two way talk back
Sound level light display to monitor with the volume off
Remote controlled nightlight with adjustable brightness

Bed Guard
Bed guards provide peace of mind, while maintaining accessibility for
bed-times stories and bed changing without removal.
Featuring an extra-large panel and a sturdy powder coated frame, the
bed-guard will fit tamed and unframed bed and beds with spring bound
bases
Features:





Breathable mesh side
Protruding hinge prevents damage to bed frame
Tool free assembly
Non slip base

Dimensions 102 x 54cm
Newborn to 6 years

Baby Bouncer
Great for little ones who love to bounce
By kicking their legs, your baby will be able to bounce the seat up and
down making this great for energetic and stimulation play.
Features:
 Seat pad is wipe clean only
Support 3-point safety harness
Suitable for babies up to 9 kg

Deluxe Bouncer
Designed with parenthood in mind, this bouncer will cradle and bounce
baby in plush fabrics with soothing melodies and soothing vibrations.
Features:
 Cushioned foot pillow
 Side supports and headrest that can be removed as baby grows
 Toy bar to keep your little one entertained
 3-point harness and non-skid feet keep baby secure
 Music & Sound - Entertains baby with fun melodies
 Soothing vibrations - Gentle vibes to comfort baby
 Toy attachment - include toy bar to entertain and delight baby
Suitable from newborn to 9 kg
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Baths
Safety 1st Inflatable Bath
Designed to provide a cosy environment for a self-sitting baby, because
of its inflated, soft, forgiving sides and stable fit within the adult tub.
Features:
 Perfect for use after your infant bath, but before the grown up
bath.
 Sized for a self-sitting child to prevent from toppling over
 Can be used inside or outside the bath
 Has comfortable and secure saddle horn that keeps baby sat up
 Recessed drain plug
 Hangs on wall for easy drip dry and storage
 Soft vinyl that is gentle on toddlers skin
 Perfect for travelling

Baby Bath
Bath your wee one simply and sustainably (this little bath uses less
water than an adult bath!)
Features:
 Generously sized baby bath.
 Lightweight.
 Easy to fill and empty.
 Place on the workbench next to the kitchen sink for easy
newborn bathing.

Folding Change table with Bath
Ideal for changing & bathing baby without straining your back
Features:
 Large wipe clean changing top
 Elevated bathing position for parents comfort
 Shelf for storage
 Storage tray for all babies essentials
 Complete with bath
 Flexible drain tube
 Easy flat fold system for compact storage
 Allows infant to lie down or toddler to sit up while bathing.
Not all the bathrooms are spacious. So it can prove really useful to have
a changing unit that folds up after use.
Age range: Birth -10 months or up to 9kg
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ACCESSORIES
Step Stool
Perfect for use in many places around the home

Features:
 Lightweight Plastic
 Perfect for potty training
 Also useful in bathroom, kitchen, bedroom & living room
 Sturdy, comfortable and safe stool for children of all ages
 Anti-slip tip will prevent child from slipping and falling
Max load 31 kg/ 70 lbs

Bag of Bath Toys
Keep them entertained!
A selection of bath toys for your little one to keep busy with.

“Our first visit from our
grandchild went so
smoothly, thanks to the
equipment and advice
from Just Bring Baby.
We’d recommend them
to other grandparents”
Fred & Hilda Paraparaumu
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Change
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Wooden Change Table
Features:
 Comfortable height for changing baby
 Practical storage space within reach
 Supplied with padded change mat and cover
NOTE: Requires installation by Just Bring Baby

Folding Change table with Bath
Ideal for changing & bathing baby without straining your back
Features:
 Large wipe clean changing top
 Elevated bathing position for parents comfort
 Shelf for storage
 Storage tray for all babies essentials
 Complete with bath
 Flexible drain tube
 Easy flat fold system for compact storage
 Allows infant to lie down or toddler to sit up while bathing.
Not all the bathrooms are spacious. So it can prove really useful to have
a changing unit that folds up after use.
Age range: Birth -10 months or up to 9kg

Change Mat
Wipe-clean changing mat featuring supportive foam padding with a
phthalate-free PVC cover.
Size: L75 x W45cm
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Travel
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Phil & Ted Traveller Cot
Built for optimal lightness & strength, the Traveller is a breeze to assemble and is
super adaptable for indoors & outdoors, with its unique zipped side which you
can open as a fun playpen or close up for sleep.
Features:

The Traveller is light & super compact for travel.

Super compact for small car boots & suitcases,

Unpacks to become a comfy & breathable travel cot or playpen.
Full breathable mesh sides & global safety certification means you can
rest easy. Baby can rest on the thermally insulated & self-inflating
mattress,

Mattress is covered with a soft fitted sheet which is washable.
The Traveller comes with an additional mesh top accessory available for
shade.
Packed weight: 2.8kgs
Packed size: 65 x 20 x 20 cm
Assembled size (total foot print): 117 x 79 x 63 cm
Mattress size: length - 98 cm, width - 57 cm

Phil & Teds Cocoon Baby Carrycot
Ultra-lightweight soft shelled carry cot keeps your baby snug and warm in the
buggy.
Features:

Carry handles & firm base allows you to lift baby in and out of the stroller
without disturbing their rest.

Zip away top cover for easy access to baby.

Wipe clean exterior fabric.

Secures snugly into the lie-flat seat of your P&T stroller

Plenty of room.
Suitable for: newborn to 6 months/max load
Max load: 9kg/20 lbs
Compatible with: smart 2016, sport, dash, dot, legacy classic, legacy sport, legacy
explorer, legacy hammerhead, legacy dot, navigator, vibe/verve (face the world
only / not compatible in parent-facing mode)

Brica Fold ‘n Go Booster Highchair
The Brica Fold 'n Go Travel Booster has a unique design that is portable, strong
and stable. This super compact and lightweight booster seat unfolds in seconds
and the sturdy construction and a built in safety harness give your child a safe,
comfortable place to sit at any table.
The Brica Fold 'n Go Travel Booster Features:
 Lightweight, compact design










Weighs less than 1 kg and folded flat is less than 2.2cm thick
Unique design is portable, strong and stable
Folds and unfolds in seconds
Adjustable straps quickly secure travel booster to chair
3-point harness adjusts to help keep child safe and secure
Stain-resistant fabric is easy to wipe clean

For children up to 18kgs.
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Phil & Ted Lobster Clip on Highchair
Features:





The Lobster is an award winning travel high chair.





A dishwasher-safe food tray

It can clip on to almost any table or benchtop.
The Lobster fabric is durable wipe clean, and slides right off the high
chair frame for hand washing.
4-point safety harness with padded shoulder straps
Super strong ‘lobster claws’ with rubber grips secure to the table using
a ‘twist on-and-off’ clamp mechanism - easy for adults, not so easy for
kids.

Pick lobster up by the frame, and it literally falls into position, ready to attach to
your table. When you’re ready to pack down again, just flip the clamps inward and
lobster will fold neatly back onto itself, ready to slide into it’s own carry bag.
Suitable from 6 months to 3 years / 17 kgs

Mountain Buggy Nano
The Nano is the ultimate travel stroller that promises a light and convenient
solution for travelling with your child.








Lightweight at less than 6kg
Compact measuring just 54 x 31 x 51cm when folded,
Built-in rear wheel suspension to keep your baby comfortable on their
travel adventure,
5 1/2” EVA wheels for a smooth ride.
The front wheels feature swivel and lock capabilities for awesome
handling
With the press of 2 buttons, the Nano simply drops in 2 stages, leaving
it the size of a compact travel satchel.
When you arrive at your destination, flick the Nano open with just one
hand to unfold and continue your journey.

The nano is equipped with an on-board car seat adaptor to accommodate most
leading car seat brands. Travel easy with your newborn baby in their car seat and
the Nano.
Packed weight: 5.9kgs
Packed dimensions: 54 x 31 x 51cm
Age range: NB to 20kgs / 44lbs
Handlebar height: 98cm / 38.5"

Phil & Teds Go
Featuring:

Slimline, with a full size seat

Comfortable full size sling seat with multiple recline options for naps

Enables effortless manoeuvring and navigation while maintaining a
compact umbrella stroller footprint!

Effortless compact stand fold with one of the smallest and most
compact umbrella stroller folds,

A lie-flat newborn solution

compatible with alpha infant car seat

four EVA puncture-proof wheels and all-wheel suspension

5-point safety harness

5kg / 11lbs parcel tray

removable grab bar

Folds down compactly at only 54 x 44 x 19cm / 21 x 17 x 7”

weighs only 5kg
Can be configured in various ways, with clips to attach a capsule and a bassinet
(which is available to hire with this buggy, complete with rain cover).
Newborn to age 4 (15kg).
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Phil & Teds Buggy Bag – Version 1
Suitable for most three wheel strollers with removable wheels.
Not only does this bag fit your buggy, but also whatever else you can
cram in there!
Features:
 Two carrying handles.
 Wheels for easy transportation.

Phil & Teds Buggy Bag – Version 2
The Universal Travel Bag offers protection for your stroller or car seat.
Features:
 Shoulder strap for easy carry off the ground
 Rolls up to a compact bundle for storage
 Hard wearing polyester exterior
 It has loads of space to accommodate all of baby's gear
 Sturdy wheels so it can roll away when fully loaded.
 Secures closed with a heavy duty velcro fastening
 A universal fit for any Phil & Teds stroller or car seat, plus most
other brands
 Lightweight at less than 2kg!
 Flat dimensions: 100 x 58cm / 40 x 23"
 Max dimensions (packed): 106 x 64 x 34cm / 41 x 25 x 13"



Diono Car Seat Travel Bag
Make transporting all Diono convertible car seats easier with the Diono
Car Seat Travel Bag. Simply adjust the padded straps to comfortably
wear as a backpack, or use a single strap to carry like a duffel.




The reinforced internal seams, water-resistant fabric and
durable hardware support the weight of the car seat.
Easily store the car seat in the main compartment that is
designed with a two-way zipper and pull tabs
Stash loose items in the outside zipper pocket.

Note: This product does not fit the Rainier 2 AX or Rainier 2 AXT Seats

Safety 1st Inflatable Bath
Designed to provide a cozy environment for a self-sitting baby, because
of its inflated, soft, forgiving sides and stable fit within the adult tub.
Features:
 Perfect for use after your infant bath, but before the grown up
bath.
 Sized for a self-sitting child to prevent from toppling over
 Can be used inside or outside the bath
 Has comfortable and secure saddle horn that keeps baby sat up
 Recessed drain plug
 Hangs on wall for easy drip dry and storage
 Soft vinyl that is gentle on toddlers skin
 Perfect for travelling
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Premaxx Baby-Bag Sling








Simple to use, can easily be put on & removed alone,
Excellent for discreet breastfeeding, can assist in settling baby
Pockets for baby items when baby is in upright position
Made from 100% cotton & machine washable
Easily adjusted to suit size of baby and parent.
No elastic sides
Complies to European standards EN13209-2/2005

Use in two ways: From birth (2kgs) to 5 months in lying position.
Then 5-18 months (15kgs) as a hip-seat with back support

Core Front Pack Carrier







3D mesh shoulder strap
Easy buckling system makes it easier to take carrier on and off
Cushioned leg opening for better care of baby
Wrap around head support for good protection of baby
Front pocket
Velcro side opening

For use with children between 3.6 and 9.1 Kg
Child must face forward until they can hold head upright (about 4-5
months)

Mountain Buggy Universal adaptor
Ready to roll from car to buggy! Securely attach your capsule to the
frame of the Mountain Buggy and you're ready to go!
* Works for pre-2013 frames.

Black Out Blind
Ideal for when out & about & travelling. Add blackout blinds so your
child has a better sleep no matter where you are.
Features:

Go anywhere design

Attaches directly to the window glass using suction cups

Quick to put in place with 8 suction cups per blind

Each blind covers a window area of 117 x 130 cm

Premium blackout material

Comes in handy travel bag
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Bikes
12” Neo Bike
ALSO AVAILABLE - 15” E-350 BYK Bike – Age: 4-6 years - Refer website for specs






Re-developed to better suit kids the kids will absolute love riding their
Neo bike, thanks to the new ergonomic riding position we have tailored
specifically for them
Designed using custom frame geometry with an ultra-low stand -over
height, making it easy for kids to reach the ground at any time.
Low contour handlebars and custom comfort saddles assist in forming
a lower centre of gravity that improves the bike's safety, comfort and
stability for a more balanced and enjoyable ride.
New slick tread pattern found on the Neo's tyres was selected by the
product designers to make these bikes roll fast and provide a much
smoother ride than other kid’s bikes.
Riding their bike will be a lot easier and faster, but they will still able to
easily control their own speed.

Suitable from 2.5 years +

Wishbone 2/3 Wheel Runner Bike
The Wishbone 3-in-1 bike system has unique, three-way adjustability to offer the
perfect solution for every size and developmental stage from 12 months to 5
years.
Wishbone bike starts at 12 months with three wheels, helping babies to walk and
then ride.
Later when ready the Wishbone bike converts with two-wheels for a pedal-less
bike - learning to balance is easy. One skill at a time.
Raise the seat and flip the frame transforming this Wishbone bike into one of the
largest balance bikes on the market. Suits kids from 12 months up to 5 years.
Features:

Lightweight and super-stable.

Adjustable seat height: 28 - 46 cm

Recommended age range - 1 to 5 years.
(Any Wishbone bike rider must be capable of walking. Even if the rider is older
than 1 year of age, if the rider cannot walk then they should not use this product .

Mocka Rocket Balance
The Mocka Rocket balance bike is equipped with adjustable seat, delivering a bike
that is designed to last and grow right alongside your child.
You won’t have to worry about a smooth ride with the solid big-tread tyres which
are puncture resistant and suitable for different terrains.
Suitable for children aged 18 months to 4 years
Seat Height Range: 32 - 39 cm

Kids Helmets
SAFETY IS OUR PRIORITY
Here at Just Bring Baby we are all about safety so a toddler sized helmet is
supplied with each bike hired.
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Thule 2 Child Bike Trailer
Bring your kids and explore the world on two wheels!
Features:

Aerodynamic design

Accessory cross bar to mount accessories

Adjustable suspension for smooth and stable ride

Height right adjustable handlebar for parents control

Partial window venting for temperature control

5 point safety harness
Max Weigh: 45 kg

Ride On
Cozy Coupe Ride On
Toddlers love this riding toy car's classic design and easy manoeuvrability.
Features:

Perfect indoors and out

Encourages active play, imagination and development of large motor
skills

Removable floor

Handle on the back for parent controlled push rides

High seat back

Storage in the rear

"ignition switch"

Gas cap opens and closes

Rugged, durable tires

Front steering wheel spins
Suitable for children up to 23 kgs

Little Tikes Ride on Truck
The kids truck with the durability of Little Tikes and the fun of the cosy coupe.
Features:

This truck style riding toy is ideal for toddlers and pre-schoolers

The foot to floor format is easy to start and stop

Use it indoors or out

Kids will love the working door and tailgate

When floor is in little ones feet are protected

Removable floor boards

Rugged "off-road" wheels

Gas cap opens and closes

Steering wheel with working horn
Weight limit: 18 kgs
Suitable for children up to 18kgs - 5 years

Ride on trike – Indoor
Children will improve their balance and coordination as they move around on this
classic toddler trike.
Strong long lasting UV stabilised polypropylene
Easy to ride with wide rear base far greater stability
Suitable for children 12 month - 4 years
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Activity Tables & Mats
Activity Table
Fun for toddlers and the newly walking/standing.
Many fun activities included.
Introduces colours & music to your little one

Activity Play Gym Mat
Features:

Large activity baby gym features:

Padded mat for extra comfort

Removable arches

Lots of fun hanging toys to interchange

Encourages baby's senses and fine & gross motor skills

Textures and bright colours stimulate baby's senses
Suitable for children from birth

Tummy Time Mat
Wiggle, kick & play!
Features:

Padded mat for babies comfort

The removable prop up pillow is just the right size

Bright colours and characters delight their senses while strengthening
their neck, back and arm muscles

Portable and great on the go



Designed to encourage extended tummy time play

Toys
Car Play Mat & Cars
Features:

Interactive child's play mat

Non-slip backing to keep the mat in place.

Easy to clean

Has colourful imagery of buildings and roads perfect for toy cars

Supplied with cars

Exersaucer
Features:

Lots of activities to aid in development

Gives baby a safe and secure place to learn

Provides physical exercise to develop baby's back, neck and legs

Improves motor skills

3 position eight adjustment

Machine washable seat pad

Bright colours, textures & sounds

Bounce action to help build core muscles

Rocking motion to help build core muscles

Seat spins 360 degrees
Not for use by children who:

Can stand flat footed in the Exersaucer on the highest adjustment level



Can climb out
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Childs Walker
Child's push walker toy.
Features:

Handle for easy gripping.

Multiple Activities to keep your little one occupied

Bright Colours

Box of Toys
Keep them entertained!
A selection of age appropriate toys for your little one to keep busy with

Dolls Stroller
Perfect for little parents on the go!









Fits dolls up to 20"
4 x wheels
Overhead shade cover
Storage compartment
Encourage hours of nurturing, pretend play
Removable padded baby bed carrier
Adjustable handle

Choo Choo!!
Trains and tracks are a classic form of play which allows children to tap into both
their creative and logical ways of thinking.
Building looping tracks, with bridges, provides a sense of achievement. It also
encourages cooperation and fine motor skill development
Provide hours of creative play, inspire imagination and problem solving.
Supplied with trains

Jolly Jumper with Musical Mat







Jolly Jumper with door clamp
Musical electronic mat
3 fun music modes - dance, silly, jungle
Mat can be used without jumper for dancing or playing
Removable seat pad
Adjustable strap

Max Weight: 13kg
NOTE: Sturdy clamp for secure fit to interior doorways from 3-6 inches thick with
firmly affixed door trim at least 1/2 inch wide
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Beach & Water Toys
Folding Beach Trolley
Must have at the beach this (and every) summer
This foldable trolley lets you carry essentials to avoid multiple trips back
to the car.
Features:

Max load 50kg

Polyester (fabric) and metal (tube)

Multi-purpose transporter for sporting activities, back and
camping trips

Mesh pocket to release sand and debris

Beach trolley with storage and handle

Easy to move on beach

Even use to keep baby bassinet at the beach!

Perfect for dogs as well

Inflatable Paddling Pool
Brightly coloured inflatable swimming pool will provide house of fun for
toddlers of all ages
NOTE: Never leave a child unsupervised in or around water
Empty pool when not in use

Kathmandu Beach Shelter
Essential Beach Accessory providing both shelter from the sun and wind
protection, the Retreat beach shelter is the perfect accessory when
camping, picnic dining, or spending time at the beach.
This small free standing beach shelter also has an extendable floor that
can be closed off by zipping shut (with lockable zips)
Features:










Wind & sun protection
Privacy and storage
Internal pockets
Ventilates
Lockable zips
Flat tipped, foot friendly pegs
2-3 person capacity
Weight: 2.7kg

See even more products on our website www.justbringbaby.co.nz
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How Just Bring Baby Works

Easy as....
Step 1: You select
It's quick and easy to book! Select the products you need - we have
everything from car seats to strollers, cots to sterilisers. The hard part is
choosing from our huge range!
Bookings can be made via the following methods:

Email office@justbringbaby.co.nz

Complete the booking form online at www.justbringbaby.co.nz

Phone: Nicola on 0221 880 081 or Stef on 027 475 3597
We recommend booking in advance where ever possible, especially over
holiday periods.

Step 2: We confirm
Our friendly team will contact you within 48 hours regarding your booking
request.
Once your booking request is confirmed will send you a hire agreement and
invoice so you can pay your deposit to secure your booking.

Step 3: We deliver or you collect
You can collect your equipment directly from Just Bring Baby at either our
Paraparaumu or Te Horo Beach locations. Alternatively, we are able to
provide a delivery and collection service.

Step 4: You enjoy
You enjoy a happier holiday here on the beautiful Kapiti Coast

Step 5: We collect or you return
Once your trip has come to an end you return the goods to Just Bring Baby
or we'll come to you and pick up the products.
It’s then our job to expertly clean to ensure its treated like new.
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Hire a happier holiday with
Just Bring Baby!

www.justbringbaby.co.nz
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